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Charter schools chime in on evaluation metrics

LAS CRUCES - Local charter school administrators had a chance Tuesday to weigh in on
new performance evaluation frameworks being developed by the state’s Public Education
Commission, the elected body that oversees most of the state’s charter schools.

The meeting, which took place at La Academia Dolores Huerta, was organized by Katie
Poulos, director of the Options for Parents Division — commonly referred to as the
Charter Schools Division — and was attended by representatives from four Las Cruces
charter schools: La Academia Dolores Huerta, New America School – Las Cruces, Alma
d’Arte Charter High School and J. Paul Taylor Academy.

The meeting was the fourth of its kind in recent weeks, with previous meetings having
taken place in Taos, Santa Fe and Albuquerque.

Poulos has come under fire recently, after 29 of the state’s charter schools signed a letter
of complaint, written by the New Mexico Coalition for Charter Schools, against Poulos and
the CSD. The letter outlines 20 specific complaints, citing nearly 50 examples, accusing
the CSD and Poulos of fostering a “general atmosphere of hostility” between the CSD and
charter schools, overreaching its authority and “micromanaging oversight rather than
evaluating outcomes.”

Two Las Cruces charter schools signed the letter: New America School and La Academia.
Representatives of both were present at Tuesday’s meeting, which at times became
contentious.

The PEC is working on making its evaluation requirements for charter schools more
robust. The evaluation process currently includes site visits and comprehensive audits, an
assessment of academic indicators, state-mandated test scores and school letter grades.
In May, the commission passed an item requiring schools to complete a self-assessment.
Tuesday’s meeting sought the input of school administrators as the state seeks to
streamline the process.

Poulos stressed the importance of reducing duplicative efforts, particularly when it comes
to the reporting required of schools, and improving the transparency of the evaluation
process.

http://www.lcsun-news.com/story/news/education/2016/07/02/nm-charter-schools-file-complaint-against-state/86623412/
https://www.scribd.com/document/317259388/NMCCS-Charter-School-Complaint-Letter
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The school administrators expressed growing concern that their schools are being
evaluated with the same standards that apply to traditional public schools — despite
charter schools often serving underprivileged students and English language learners, as
well as students who fail to thrive in traditional schools.

The administrators expressed concerns that applying one-size-fits-all evaluation
standards to charters strips away their autonomy — the autonomy, they say, which is their
raison d'être.

“I feel like the PED is trying to turn charter schools into public schools — we’re not,” said
Alan Kuncel, assistant principal at Alma d’Arte. “We are so different. J. Paul Taylor
Academy and La Academia Dolores Huerta are as different as night and day, but they’re
being evaluated the same.”

La Academia Principal Octavio Casillas agreed with that complaint.

“We cannot be compared to (Albuquerque charter schools) Amy Biehl High School or
Cottonwood Prep Academy,” he said. His charter is a dual-language charter middle school
that teaches students in English and Spanish, alternating the instructional language each
week. “We are serving a very different population.”

Casillas, who signed the letter written by the NMCCS and wrote one of his own the same
week, told Poulos the letter “was not personal,” but was born of the frustration the state’s
charter schools are feeling.

“The performance framework is not a problem,” Casillas said. “I just don’t believe the CSD
is supporting charter schools.”

Poulos said Tuesday’s meeting was designed to help guide discussions around the
performance framework and improvement plan process, and to gather input from schools
ahead of a July 20 PEC work session on the matter.

“I agree 100 percent that there is a bigger conversation we need to have,” she said.

Some administrators also expressed concern that creating more administrative paperwork
would add to what they claim are burdensome levels of required reporting, and might not
be enforceable under their charter contracts with the PEC.

“I’m going to push back against this improvement plan,” Casillas said. “Because I don’t
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agree that we need to improve. The results are in the students and families that we serve,
in the community that we serve. ... If somebody needs an improvement plan, it’s the
state.”

Citing the recent Kids Count Childhood Wellbeing report from the Annie E. Casey
Foundation, Casillas noted New Mexico ranks last in education and childhood poverty.

“You want us to be the best we can be in the worst of situations,” Casillas said. “We’re the
remedy for a lot of kids. We’re the only solution for some kids.”

Administrators also worried about the rollout of the self-assessments. They told Poulos it
needs to be made clear how the assessments would be used, and reassured they weren’t
being led into a trap — to self-report deficiencies that would later be used to revoke their
charters and close the schools down. They told Poulos the self-assessments would be
most effective if they were used by the CSD to provide technical support to the schools to
improve upon areas where a school might be struggling.

Throughout the meeting, Poulos jotted down notes with the educators’ concerns, and
facilitated the conversation while eliciting input.

“Overall, I think the meeting went well,” said Eric Ahner, the new head administrator at J.
Paul Taylor Academy. Ahner comes to Las Cruces from Silver City, where he was director
of the Aldo Leopold Charter School. “I think the meeting also reflects the need for more
input from the charter schools, directly to the Charter Schools Division and the Public
Education Commission to address other areas of concern and frustration that have been
ongoing for a long enough time that there’s gaining frustration.”

Ahner said there appears to be growing dissonance between the PED and PEC, and he
expects the frustration among schools to continue “until that’s better aligned,” he said.

Poulos declined to speak to the Sun-News after the meeting, citing a department policy
requiring comments to come from a department spokesman.

“The Charter School Division values the insight and feedback of our charter community,”
said Sam Shumway, PED chief of staff, when reached for comment Tuesday afternoon.
“We will continue to collaborate closely as we work together to provide New Mexico
students a great education.”

http://www.lcsun-news.com/story/news/education/2016/06/21/nm-again-ranks-49th-child-well-being-50th-education/86140070/
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Damien Willis may be reached at 575-541-5468, dawillis@lcsun-news.com or
@damienwillis on Twitter.
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